[Immunotherapy of chronic Guillain-Barré syndrome with high dose IgG and cyclosporin A. Case report, review of the literature and perspectives].
We report about the three-year treatment of a patient with chronic relapsing Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS), who, simultaneously, suffered from benign gammopathy. A casual relationship between the two diseases could not be proven, since specific antimyeline antibodies could not be found. Five severe bouts of the disease occurred during the observation period, only the first two relapses, however, showed improvement with cortisone treatment, while the latter did not so. High dosages of 7S-immunoglobuline, by contrast, led to a rapid improvement during each of the subsequent relapses. The additional therapy with ciclosporine A kept the patient free from neurological deficits for more than six months now. The mechanisms of various immunological therapeutic approaches are discussed, particularly as an alternative to plasmapheresis. Our observation, as well as theoretical considerations, suggest the aforementioned immunological treatment being promising in chronic GBS.